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EI . The use ofvideo playback articulated by Ian Alger and Norman paul is representa_
tive ofits application with couples and families from a more systemic perspective. paul
(1966) details the use ofplayback for the purpose of"self-confrontation'; when itbecomes
apparent that therapy has ,,failed to dislodge the fixed family equilibrium,, (p. lZ7).
Alger. (197-6) advocates use of playback for the purpose of gainlrrg insight i;to ,,the
meaning ofone individual's behavior in the larger context,,(p. Sgf).-tte enlcourages useof immediate playback as many as two to three times during sessions for the puftose ofproviding insight by "reviewing and reacting to the recorded materiat,,fp. 8fSi.

B^oth Alger and Paul conceptualize the family as a system; however, both describe
use ofvideo playback within a context of long-term, intensive iherapy which is insight
oriented, interpretive, and confrontive in nature. Their use of vicleo playback caribe
viewed as a forerunner to the application to be delineated in this paper, alihough thereare many significant differences. Specifically, this paper will advocate a briefiherapy
approach which is noninterpretive and nonconfronlive in nature.

. _ Several authors highlight the potential danger of indiscriminate use of playback
without a specific purpose in mind, particularly when used for confrontation Gailey &Sowder, 1970; Hung & Rosenthal, 1981). The siructured method to be articulated servesto minimize concern over arbitrary or unplanned use of playback. A careful process isfollowed for selecting specific segments ofmaterial to be plaied back. The procedure forpresentation of the material to the family is one which accentuates the evocation ofcuriosity. The therapeutic stance is one of neutrality and nonconfrontation. Familymembers are asked to review material from the previous session as a way to help thetherapist better understand the situation.

This use ofvideo playback evolved while the senior author was working in a private
psychiatric setting. Most ofthe families had a member in the general psyclhiatric adultcare unit or were being treated in out-patient follow_up. presenting rliagnoses varied
from schizophrenia to depressive and anxiety disorders. A few oftheiamiiies were seenin private practice. Most had long histories of past failures in therapy. The idea to usepraybacl{ ol rnteractronal sequences taped in earlier sessions emerged during a meeting
ofthe treatment team while reviewing tapes in preparation for ulcoming -sessions. "

ASPECTS OF BRIEF THERAPY RELEVANT TO VIDEO PLAYBACK

. The task 
-of 

brief therapy is to assist the family to move beyond the point at which
they are stuck in the least intrusive manner and with the fewest number of sessionspossible. The clinical utility of accessing curiosity in the family system for therapeuticpurposes is well established (Cecchin, 198?; Jackson, 1964). Sirategies designed toprovide family members an opportunity to access their own curiosity have b"een setfofth by Palazzoli, Boscolo, Cecchin, ancl prata (19g0) and others. Evoking the family;s
curiosity by means ofreplaying selected segments ofpreviously recorded m-aterial, whilemaintaining a neutral and nonconfrontive therapeutic stance, is the essence of thetechnique to be described. The approach places family members in a meta_position to
ll" 1li ltl!:."; 

ptwiding.an opportunity to construct new meanings ancl opening upIne possrbltlty lor dlf ierent patteTns lo emerse.

NONCONFRONTIVE USE OF VIDEO PLAYBACK

_ The therapist maintains a neutral, nonblarning, and nonconfrontive position fromthe point of initial contact with the family. Imposition ofany interpretation about themeaning of the family situation is avoided. euestions asked during the first interview
are aimed at elicitingthe meaning family members attach to the pr:esenting complaint.rne [nerapeutlc task ls to obtain a picture ofhow each family rnember accounts for the
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situation in a way which does not disconfirm in the family members' description of
expenence.

Families had often been through several unsuccessful therapies and had typically
been provided with some kind of explanation of their situation by previous therapists.
The very absence ofan effort on the part ofthe therapist to label or diagnose is believed
to evoke curiosity in the family. No formal task or homework assignment is given.
Consistent with a nonconfrontive stance, the questions asked to elicit family members,
understanding of the situation and acknowledgment of the difficulty of and desire for
change are used to set a context in which change can occur.

The videotape of the first session is reviewed by the treatment team. Preliminary
ideas are developed regarding how the interaction displayed might be related to com-
plaint or "symptomatic" behavior. One or more hypotheses are formulated pertaining
to the difficulties inhibiting the family, then tested for validity in the second session.

In the second interview the task is to gather more information about how the family
is organized in order to validate or refute the working hypotheses. A stance ofcuriosity
and nonconfrontation is essential. If the hypotheses are validated, interactional
sequences usually arise which embody the dilemma ofstability and change constraining
the family. This segment can be used forplayback in the subsequent session to stimulate
family members' curiosity and provide an opportunity for different patterns to emerge.
Immediate playback is not used because an essential aspect ofthis procedure is to build
a context conducive to curiosity on the part of the family members and to avoid direct
confrontation. If the hypotheses are not validated, they are abandoned or altered to fit
emerging information.

THE SEQUENCE FOR UTILIZING VIDEO PLAYBACK

StepOne. During the interval between sessions the treatment team reviews the video-
tape of the preceding session. If the hypotheses have been validated, a shor.t G-3-
mrnute) sequence of interaction which best characterizes the diflicultv is selected for
playback.

Step Two. The family is briefed at the outset oftherapy as to the reasons for recording
the sessions; at this point they are informed that when the team reviewed the tape from
the preceding session, the team members became confused. The therapist introduces
the idea thatthe family can help the team better understand their complicated situation.
If the team or therapist is to be useful, the family's help is needed because the team
does not understand their situation. The selected segment isthenreplayed. The therapist
continues to mainiain a confused and curious siance, eliciting the family members, help
to comprehend the meaning of the tape. Family members are encouraged to interact
around the playback. Ofcourse the selection ofa specific segment oftape is an arbitrary
punctuation in the flow of interaction; however, by maintaining a nonconfrontive,
nonspeculative position, the therapist minimizes the imposition of meaning on the
family.

The nonconfrontational stance in combination with video playback is believed to
account for the freeing effect family members state they experience. This combination
seems to allow the family to view what is going on in ways they had not considered or
verbalized before. Changes observed subsequent to interaction around the playback
were often unanticipated, sudden, and remarkable. Elimination of ',symptomatic,,
behavior or elimination ofcomplaints about the difficult behavior have frequently been
oDServed.

StepThree. Ifsignificant change in how the family interacts does not occur after replay
of tape sequences, the team reconsiders the situation. An hypothesis which better fits
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oftheir help to understand it. The segment oftape from the previous session in which
both Jane and John confirmed that Susie reminded them ofJohn was then played. After
the replay, before the therapist could comment, Jane stated, "I know what you,re going
to say. Things that bother me that John does I see in Susie, and I don't want her to end
up like that." The shift of focus from Susie to the marital relationship, which resulted
from Jane's comment, allowed each spouse to verbalize dramatically different views of
their situation during the remainder of the session.

In the fourth and final session, conducted two weeks later, improvements in Susie's
behavior were revealed. She had wet the bed only twice. Other irritating behavior at
home and school had also improved. Jane and John had taken a "romantic weekend"
trip together, leaving the children with John's parents. From the description provided
by Jane and John the coalition across generational lines appeared to have been replaced
by a stronger spousal subsyslem.

A follow-up interview, conducted six months after termination, revealed that the
situation continued to improve. Jane remarked how pleased she was about Susie's
improved behavior at home and at school. Susie was no longer wetting the bed. John
and Jane described themselves asbeing able to talk abouttheir differences. Maintainins
a nonconfrontational therapeutic stance while using video playback to shift focus from
Susie's behavior to the spousal relationship seemed to have provided a context in which
Jane and John were able to change.

CASE EXAMPLE #2

Mary and Bill, are in their early 30s and have been married for two years. This is
the third maniage for Mary and the first for Bill. Mary came to the first interview alone.
She presented the marriage as being in "serious trouble," complaining of Bill,s long
work hours, frequent sullen moods, and "always being too tired to talk or do anything
when he gets home." Mary ruminated over infrequent and "disappointing" sex, the
absence ofintimacy, and Bill's refusal to discuss problems. Mary said she was frustrated
with the marriage and had become involved in a series of brief, unsatisfying affairs
during the preceding six months. She said she loved Bill and "desperately" wanted the
marriage to work out. She felt the situation was "hopeless" and wanted the therapist to
"make Bill be more responsive to my needs."

The therapist agreed to interview Bill individuallv once to hear his view of the
situation, then to see themtogetherin maritaltherapy. After being assured thetherapist
would not bring up her affairs, Mary agreed.

Bill was equally pessimistic about the marriage, characterizing the problem as
Mary's constant demands and criticism of"everything" he did. He saw Mary's criticism
of him as deriving from "her own insecurity and low self-esteem that borders on self-
hate." Bill said he loved Mary and hoped the marriage could work out.

In reviewing tapes of the individual sessions, the team hypothesized that Bill and
Mary were caught in a symmetrical pattern of interaction in which each saw himselfl
herselfas helpless victim and the other as victimizer. Intensely dependent on each other
for validation, and locked in a no-win struggle with no obvious way out, anything said
or done by one was construed as punishing and coercive by the other.

The therapeutic task in the first conjoint interview was to test out these ideas. In
the session Mary was asked what first attracted her to Bill. Bill interrupted stating,
"She told me . . . she said, ifl can get you to love me then I'll really be lovable." Initially
Mary disconfirmed this, then agreed adding, "Well yea, maybe subconsciously, because
I didn't even like you." Mary then turned toward the therapist and in a soft, coy voice
said, "At first I saw him as a challenge. If I could get him to love me, then I'd really be
doing good." In the subsequent discussion deiails were revealed about an unspoken
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CONCLUSIONS

Anonconfrontivemethodofutilizin8videoptaybackhas.beendelineated.When
used in combination with the iti"iii"t"iUt al"i oi an atmosphere of curiositv and a
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